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Abstract 
DuPont, N. and K. Hess, Twisted tensor models for fibrations, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 
91 (1994) 1099120. 
Let k be any field and let k-O-~&a * be the category of connected cochain k-algebras. We define the 
notion of a twisted extension in this category, which generalizes the classical notion of a KS- 
extension. A morphism in k-O-& a* is called an algebraic fibration if it has the weak homotopy type 
of a twisted extension. An algebraic fibration may possess “fibers” with different cohomology 
algebras, though all with the same cohomology as vector space. Our main result is that, for any 
fibration F --* E + B between l-connected topological spaces of finite type, the induced map on the 
(reduced) cochain algebras C*(B; k) + C*(E; k) is an algebraic fibration, and that one of the 
algebraic fibers has the weak homotopy type of C*(F; k). 
1. Introduction 
This article is a contribution to the study of algebraic models of topological 
fibrations. One of the most useful algebraic models for l-connected topological spaces 
is the chain algebra model of Adams and Hilton [l]. An Adams-Hilton model over 
a ring R of a topological space S consists of a free chain R-algebra (TV, S), together 
with a morphism of chain algebras 
13,:(77’,6)+ C,(QS; R) 
inducing an isomorphism in homology. 
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In [S] the second author demonstrated that, over a field k, an Adams-Hilton model 
for the total space of a fibration F + E -+ B could be constructed from Adams-Hilton 
models of the base space B and the fiber F. The first step in the definition of a model 
for E is the construction of a “twisted tensor product” of the models of B and F, which 
is weakly equivalent to C,( QE; k). A free model for this twisted tensor product is then 
an Adams-Hilton model of E. 
Twisted tensor products of chain algebras (over a field k) are defined as follows: 
Definition 1.1. A twisted tensor product of two connected chain k-algebras (A, 6,) and 
(B, a,), denotes (A &I B, a), is a connected chain k-algebra which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) As a graded vector space A 6 B z A 0 B. 
(2) For all UEA and DEB, 
and (a @ 1) 0 (1 @J b) = a @ b, where 0 denotes the product in A @ B. 
(3) The sequence 
is a sequence of chain algebra morphisms, exact at (A, 6,) and (B, 6,), where 
z(b) = 10 b and n(a 0 b) = .z(b)a. Here, E denotes the (uniquely defined) augmenta- 
tion of B. 
Note that a twisted tensor product of (A, 6,) and (I?, 6,) is simply a perturbation of 
a certain type of the usual tensor product of chain algebras. 
Various results concerning twisted tensor products of chain algebras -conditions 
guaranteeing their existence, construction of free models for twisted tensor products, 
etc.-are presented in [S]. 
In this article we define an analogous notion of twisted tensor products of cochain 
algebras. Let F + E -+ B be a fibration between l-connected topological spaces of 
finite type. Given free cochain algebras over a field k, (TV, d) and (TW, e), which are 
respectively models for C*(B; k) and C*( F; k), we show that C*(E, k) is weakly 
equivalent to a twisted tensor product of (TV, d) and ( TW, e). 
The advantage of this new approach is that, using a criteria of uniqueness, the 
knowledge of a cochain model of any map will permit us to calculate the cohomology 
of the homotopy fiber. 
This result has many interesting possible applications. In particular, applying the 
above construction to a path fibration, we see that the cochain algebra of a topologi- 
cal space is weakly equivalent to an algebra which admits an “acyclic closure”. 
Because an algebra does not admit in general an acyclic closure, we thus have 
a method of determining which cochain algebras are possibly weakly equivalent to the 
cochain algebra of a topological space. 
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Another application of the above result is the computation of certain iterated loop 
space cohomology algebras. For example, we rediscover easily the following well- 
known formula: 
H*(Q2s2”+‘; Z,) = 0 AXZnplL1 0 ry2+2. 
i20 jr 1 
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the necessary algebraic machinery 
is defined and studied. The transition from algebra to topology is made in Section 3, 
via dualization of the main result of [S]. We conclude with examples in Section 4. 
The authors hope to give in a forthcoming paper other results using the new model 
presented here. 
2. Algebraic fibrations 
Throughout this paper we will be working in the categories of connected associative 
cochain algebras and connected associative chain algebras over k, a fixed field. These 
categories will be denoted k-O-&a * and k-O-a!ga*, respectively. A (co)chain algebra 
(A, d) is said to be free if A = TV, i.e. A is the tensor algebra on a graded k-vector 
space V. 
A morphism of (co)chain algebras will be called a quasi-isomorphism if it induces an 
isomorphism on homology. If for two (co)chain algebras (A, dA) and (B, d,) there 
exists a series of quasi-isomorphisms 
then (A, dA) and (B, d,) are said to be weakly equivalent. 
Definition 2.1. A twisted tensor product of two objects (A, dA) and (B, dB) of 
k-0-d ya * , denoted (A @B, d) is an object of k-O-&a * which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) As a graded vector space A 8B z A @ B. 
(2) For all ~EA and DEB, 
and (1 @ b) @(a @ 1) = (- l)l”l’tblu @ b, wh ere 0 denotes the product in A 0 B. 
(3) The sequence 
is a sequence of cochain algebra morphisms, exact at (A, dA) and (B, d,), where 
l(u) = a 0 1 and n(u @ b) = e(a)b. Here, E denotes the (uniquely defined) augmenta- 
tion of A. 
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The reader is invited to compare this definition with Definition 1.1. 
Definition 2.2. A twisted extension in k-Q-dpa* is a natural injection 
(A, dA) =+(A @II, d), where (A @B, d) is a twisted tensor product of (A, dA) and 
(I?, d,). The algebra (B, d,) is called the fiber of the twisted extension. If A and B are 
tensor algebras, the twisted extension is called a twisted tensor extension. 
Definition 2.3. Let cp :(R, dR) + (S, d,) be a morphism in k-O-&pa*. We say that cp is 
an algebraic jibration if there exists a homotopy commutative diagram in k-O-&pa**, 
where i : (A, dA) of (A 8 B, d) is a twisted extension. 
This diagram (or the extension i) is called a twisted model for q, and (B, d,) is the 
fiber of the twisted model. In other words, an algebraic fibration is a morphism in 
k-O-&pa * which has the weak homotopy type of a twisted extension. 
The authors were a little bit disappointed when they discovered that an algebraic 
fibration may possess twisted models with fibers whose cohomology algebras are not 
isomorphic, even if they are commutative (see Example 4.4). We do however obtain 
the following result: 
Proposition 2.4. Let cp :(R, dR) + (S, ds) b e an algebraic jibration between algebras of 
jinite type. If q admits two twisted models (A, dA)A (A OB, d) + (B, dB) and 
(A’, d,.)z(A’ @B’, d’)+ (B’, d,,), then H*(B, d,) and H*(B’, d,,) are isomorphic as 
graded k-vector spaces. 
Proof. Because of our hypothesis on q, we can construct tensor models for (R, dR) 
and (S, d,) and apply the lifting lemma [4] to obtain the following diagram which 
commutes up to homotopy: 
(A,d,) i (A B&d)- (R d,) 
7 T rz (TX,=d,)-( TY, dy) 
1 (A’, ;,.,A I (A’S;‘, d’) -(B’, d,,) 
By a result of Moore [7], we obtain isomorphisms of differential torsion product, 
Tor(TX,dx)(k, (TY, dy))%Tor(A-dA)(k, (A OB, d)) 
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and 
To~-‘~~,~x’(k, (TY, dy))r Tor (A’J,,)(k, (A’ @B’, d’)). 
It is then a classical result (see e.g. [6, Theorem 7.10]), that there exist isomorphisms 
Tor(A,dA)(k, (A @B, d))zH*(B, d,) 
and 
Tor(A’,dA’)(k, (A’ @B’, d’))-%fH*(B’, d,,). 
3. From algebra to topology 
Let @ denotes the bar construction functor. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (B, 6,) A (A & B, 6) -% (A, 6,) be a twisted extension in k-O-&a, 
of (chain) algebras of jnite type. There exists a twisted tensor product 
(# B(A) 8 #L?(B), d) and a quasi-isomorphism 
YI: #@(A 6 B, G)s(#@(A) 0 #B(B), d), 
such that q 0 #B(a) is a twisted extension in k-l-dpa* with jiber # B(B, 6,). 
Proof. Let (A, 6) be an object in k-O-&+. Recall that @(A, 6) = (I(sA +), a), 
the free coalgebra generated by sA+, with the linear part of 8 given by 
al(sa) = - s(6a), cYl(salsb) = - (-l)l”‘s(ab), and dJsa,l . . . Isa,) = 0 for n > 2. 
Thus, when A is of finite type, #@(A, S) E ( T( # WI + ), 3”). 
Apply #B to the twisted product of chain algebras 
(B, 6,) +A &B, &(A, 6,). 
We obtain then a sequence of maps of cochain algebras 
(T(#sA+), a:) q(T(#sA+ O#sB+ O#s(A+ 0 B,)), 3”) 
-(T(#sB+), a,“), 
where the differential a# applied to the generators is of the following form for a E A + 
and beB+: 
a#(#sa) = aA#(#sa); 
P(#sb) = $(#sb) + a(b), 
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where am #sA+ 0 #s(A+ 0 B+)O #sB+ Q #.$A+ Q B+); and 
d#(#s(u Q b)) = - (- l)l”l#sa Q #sb - (_l)l~l(l~l+l)#s~ 
0 #sa+r1(aQb)+rz(aQb), 
where 
and 
z2(u Q b)e(k 0 #sAt 0 #sB+) 
Q #s(A+ QBt)O(#s(A+ QB+)Q #s(AQB+)). 
To compute a”( # s(u 0 b)), evaluate a”( # s(u Q b)) on elements of @(A 6 B) 
whose differentials could have s(a Q b) as a summand. Clearly, we need to check only 
linear and quadratic elements of B( A @I B), since all others have no linear term in the 
differential. It is a straightforward exercise to carry out these computations. 
We wish to endow #@(A) Q #B(B) with the structure of a twisted tensor product 
of cochain algebras. To do so, we must define a product p and a differential D on 
T( # sA) 0 T( # sB) so that the conditions of Definition 2.1 are satisfied. 
Let SW: T#sA Q T#sE ---f T#sB Q T# sA denote the isomorphism given by 
sw(x Q y) = (- l)lXl’lvly Q x. Define 
p:T#sAQT#sBQT#sAQT#sB-*T#sAQT#sB 
by setting 
P(1 @ #sb Q #suQ 1) = (-l)(l”l+‘“Ibl+“#su Q #sb, 
P(#saQlQ IQ #sb)= #suQ #sb+(-l)l”lswoz,(uQb), 
P(fsaQ 10 #sU’Q 1) = #saQ #sa’, 
P(1 0 #sb 0 10 #sb’) = #sb Q #sb’, 
and then extending by associativity to the entire vector space. 
We have Izl(aQb)) = Jai + JbJ +2 and so rl(uQb)e(#sB)<ibI+lQ 
(#sA)>‘a’+l. Thus the perturbation p( # sa Q 1 Q 1 Q # sb) - #sa Q #sb c 
(T#sA)+ Q(T#sB)<‘#~~ and so condition (2) of Definition 2.1 is satisfied. Endow- 
ing the vector space T#sA+ Q T#sB+ with the product p transforms it into an 
associative algebra. 
Let n:T(#s(AQB)+)--,(T#sA+ Q T#sB+,p) be the algebra morphism 
given by rr(#su)= #suQl,n(#sb)= lQ#sb, and n(#s(uQb))=O. Define 
D: T#sA+ Q T#sB+ - T#sA+ Q T#sB+ by choosing D( #su Q 1) = rc8#( #su) 
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and D(1 @ #sb) = &#(#sb) and extending to a derivation. Note that D fulfills 
condition (3) of Definition 2.1, since 
and 
D(#saQ 1) = cg(#sa)@ 1 
D(1 @ #sb) = n(CYB#(#sb) + a(b)) = 10 a,#(#&) + rca(b), 
where ncr(b)ET’#sAQ T#sB. 
To complete the proof that (T#sA+ @ T#sB+, p, D) is a twisted tensor product of 
( T# sA, 8,” ) and ( T# sB, ~3: ), it remains to show that 
(i) rCY# = 071, 
(ii) D2 = 0, and 
(iii) /.L 0 (D @ 1 + 1 @ D) = D,u, i.e. ,U commutes with the differential. 
It suffices to check (i) for the generators of # g( A @I B). By definition, (i) holds for 
# sa and # sb, where a E A and b E B. Furthermore, 
na##s(a@ b)= (- l)‘“‘+‘p(#sa Q 1 @ 1 #sb) 
- #~a@ #sb-(-l)‘“‘sw~z,(a@b) 
= 0 
= Dn#s(u @ b). 
In order to prove (ii), note that D2(#sa@ 1) = Dd”(#sa) = z(a#)2(#sa) = 0. 
Similarly, D 2 (1 @ # sb) = 0. Thus, D ’ = 0, since D, and hence D 2 are derivations. 
The following sequence of equalities proves (iii): 
DP(#w,Q #sbo@ #ml 0 #sb,) 
= D4#&, 0 #XI,, @ #sb, 0 #suI) 
= na”(#sb, @I #~a,, @ #sb, 0 #suI) 
= ‘da#(#sbo @ #sao) @ #sbI @ #sa, 
+ #sboo #su,,@ a#(#+ 0 #sul)) 
= AD(#su,, @ #sbo) @ #suI @ #sbI 
+ #sao @ #sbo @ D( #suI @ #sb,)). 
Thus, (T#sA+ @ T#sB+, p, D) is a twisted tensor product. It remains to show 
that ‘II is a quasi-isomorphism, which is equivalent to showing that ker rc is acyclic. It is 
clear that ker rc is generated as an ideal of T( # s( A @ B) +) by elements of the form 
#sa @ sb _ (_ l)(lal+~)(lbl+~ )#sb 0 #sa - (- l)l”h,(a @ b) and #s(a @ b). 
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Introduce a new grading w on ker 7~ given by w( # sa) = la1 + 1 = I# saJ, 
w(#sb) = Ibl + 1 = (#sbl, and o(#s(aOb)) = I#sal + l#sbl, and such that the 
degree of a monomial is the sum of the degrees of its factors. Define a (decreasing) 
filtration of ker 7~ by F” (ker rc) = k( x E ker rt ) w(x) 2 n) for all y1 2 0. It is clear that 
if o(#s(aOb)) = m, then a# (# s(a @ b)) has a summand of w-degree m, 
#sag #sb -(-l)OaI’l)(lbI’l)#sbO #sa -(-l)t”lri(u@b), and another of o- 
degree strictly greater than m, ~~(a @I b). Thus, in particular, DF” c F”. 
Therefore, because {F”} is a bounded filtration, there is a spectral sequence 
converging to H*(ker 7c, D). Furthermore, the El -term of this spectral sequence 
is H*(ker 71, E), where fi is zero on all generators, except that 
fi#s(u@b)= #SUB #sb-(-l)““‘+““b’+l)#sb@ #~a+(-l)‘“‘zl(u@b). 
Since it is obvious that the reduced cohomology fi* (ker rc, 0”) is zero, we obtain that 
E?*(ker n, D) is zero as well. 0 
In the following, C,S denotes the non-degenerate singular cubical chains on 
a pointed topological space S. For any n 2 0 and (n - 1)-connected pointed topologi- 
cal space S, we write CtS to denote the subcomplex of C,S of simplices sending the 
(n - 1)-skeleton of cubes to the basepoint of S and C,*S to denote the corresponding 
cochains. 
Theorem 3.2. Let k be a jield and F 5 Es B be a jibration between l-connected 
pointed topological spaces of jinite type. The induced map C*(p) : C; (B; k) + CT (E; k) 
is an algebraic fibration and admits a twisted model whose jiber has the weak homotopy 
type ofCT(F, k). 
Proof. The field k of coefficients is fixed and will be suppressed from the notation. For 
every l-connected pointed topological space S, there exists a quasi-isomorphism 
Ad:Q(C;(S))?C:(Qs), 
first constructed by Adams, which can be built functorially [2]. Here Q denote the 
functor cobar construction. There is also a functorial quasi-isomorphism of adjunc- 
tion defined for every connected differential graded k-coalgebra C 
adj : C?sQ(C). 
Combining these two quasi-isomorphisms, we obtain the following diagram, which 
commutes up to homotopy, 
CT(f) 
c*(P) 
>C;(E) 
#B(;&B)) #B(C*(Rp)) I= - #W:,(W) 
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where the vertical quasi-isomorphisms are given by applying the morphism 
#(B(Ad)oadj). 
In [S] the second author constructed a twisted extension in k-O-&pa,, 
together with a quasi-isomorphism, 
8: C:(QB) 63 C$w)4 C;(m), 
such that 80 k - C,(Qj) and C,(s2p)o 0 N s. 
Let ( TX, 6,) and ( TY, 6,) be minimal models of C:(QS) and C :( SZF). By our 
hypothesis on the spaces, these models are of finite type. A twisted product is defined 
on TX @ TY in [S] such that the algebras C:(QE) and (TX G TY, 6) have the same 
weak homotopy type. 
Since TX $I TY is of finite type, # B( TX 6$ TY) is a free tensor algebra which is 
also of finite type. Therefore, we can apply the lifting lemma [4] and obtain the 
following diagram, which commutes up to homotopy, 
C;(B) 
c*(P) 
’ C:(E) 
T 
#g(TXg TY,6) 
where p’ : ( TX &I TY, 6) -+ (TX, 6,) is the canonical projection. 
Lemma 3.1 can now be used to complete the proof. One fiber of #@(p’) is 
#@( TY, 6,), which has the weak homotopy type of #@(C:(OF)) and thus of 
c;(F). 0 
Definition 3.3. Let (A, dA) be a connected cochain algebra. If there exists a twisted 
extension (A, dA) 4 (A 8 B, d) such that (A 0 B, d) is acyclic, then (A, dA) is said to 
admit an acyclic closure. 
Corollary 3.4. Let S be a l-connected pointed topological space of jinite type. Then 
C:(S; k) is weakly equivalent to an algebra which admits an acyclic closure. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.2 to the path fibration 6% + PS + S and the result 
follows from the definition. 0 
4. Some examples 
Let us begin by defining a morphism which is not an algebraic fibration. 
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Example 4.1. Consider the algebra morphism g : k @ k.x @ k.x * +> k, where the degree 
of x is odd and the field k is not of characteristic 2. Suppose that g is an algebraic 
fibration with twisted model (A, dA) -(A 8 B, d), where (A 8 B, d) is acyclic. There 
exists a cocycle a in A whose cohomology class is x. Let d( 1 0 h) = a @ 1 and write 
(a @ 1) O(1 0 b) = a @ b f z. Because a @ b = (10 b) @(a @ l), it must be true that 
d(z) = - 2a2 @ 1. We may assume, however, that b is an element of B of minimal 
degree. Thus, by definition, T must be in A @ 1, which is impossible since the 
cohomology class of - 2a2 is nonzero in A. Therefore, 9 in not an algebraic fibration. 
Our next example is a noncommutative algebra which admits an acyclic closure. 
Example 4.2. We consider the free tensor algebra A generated by a 2-dimensional 
vector space Q(x, y) with 1x1 = 2 and 1 yl = 3. We divide A by the (two-sided) ideal 
generated by xy - yx and y2 - x3. We call B this new (noncommutative) algebra. 
Let us consider now C = (B@A(Q.u@Q.u),d) with Iu( = 1, Juj = 2, 
d(1 0 u) = x @ 1 and d(1 0 V) = y 0 1. We equip C with the following twisted 
product, 
(x @ 1) @(l 0 U) = x 0 u, 
(x @ 1) @(l 0 v) = x @ 0, 
(y 0 1) @(l 0 ro = y 0 u, 
(y@1)0(1@u)=y0u-2X2@& 
extended by associativity. It is then clear that C is a differential algebra. We must 
prove now the acyclicity of C. It is possible to identify each element of B with an 
element of A(Q.u 0 Q.u). We can thus filter C by wordlength and obtain a well- 
defined spectral sequence converging to H*(C). But the J&-term of this spectral 
sequence is isomorphic (as a differential graded vector space) to the &,-term of the 
spectral sequence obtained by filter A( Q.x @ Q.y) @ (A( Q.u @ Q.u), d) by wor- 
dlength, hence is acyclic. 
The third example is a free tensor algebra whose cohomology is commutative, but 
which does not admit an acyclic closure, and therefore is not realizable as the cochain 
model of a space. 
From now on, we denote by (ui, . . , u,) the k-vector space generated by 
u, ) . . ) 0,. 
Example 4.3. The field k is a field of characteristic zero. We consider the free tensor 
algebra (T(y,, ys), d) with d(y5) = [y3, y3]. This is the universal enveloping algebra 
of the free Lie algebra (lL(y3, ys), d), whose cohomology is an abelian Lie algebra of 
dimension two generated by the cohomology classes of y, and [y3, y5]. Recall that 
the functor “universal enveloping algebra” and the functor “cohomology” commute 
over the rationals, and that the universal enveloping algebra of an abelian Lie algebra 
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is a free commutative algebra. Hence H*( T(y,, y5), d) = /i(y3, [y3, y5]) is com- 
mutative. 
Suppose there exists an acyclic twisted model (T(y,, ys) @A, D). We can suppose 
that the element of A of minimum degree is a, with D(1 @ a2) = y3 @ 1. 
Then, by definition of the twist and because there is no element of degree 7 in 
T(y,, ys), (ys @ 1) @(l 0 u2) = y, @ u2. But an easy calculation shows that the 
two sides of the above equality cannot have the same differential, thus leading to 
a contradiction. 
Remark. Over a field k of characteristic p # 0, it is not difficult to find a k-algebra 
which admits an acyclic closure without being realizable. Indeed, let H be com- 
mutative. By [3, Chapter 21, H admits an acyclic closure. But it is well known that, for 
example, a polynomial k-algebra is in general not the cohomology algebra of a space. 
By contrast, when k = Q, it is possible that if (TV, d) admits an acyclic closure and 
H*( TV, d) is commutative, then (TV, d) is always the cochain model of a space. This 
result remains yet to be proved or disproved. 
We present now an algebraic fibration which admits two twisted models with fibers 
without the same cohomology algebras. 
Example 4.4. Let k be a field of characteristic 3 and consider the trivial map 
p : Ax3 + Ax,. It is clear that p is an algebraic fibration with one algebraic fiber equal 
to TX, 0 ,4x6. The symbol r stands for the free algebra with divided powers functor. 
Consider the following composition of inclusions 
with d(y2) = x3 and d(y,) = x,y:. 
An easy calculation shows that H*(,4x3 0 /iy,, d) g A(y:) 0 n(x,y$) and thus 
that H*(nx3 @ ny2 @ Ty,, d) is isomorphic, as an algebra, to n(yj). 
The diagram 
flxj p ‘AX.5 
= 
Ax, A (Ax3 @ A;, ; ry,, d) I 1 
where 0(x,) = y:, is homotopy commutative because the ideal generated by x3 in 
(Ax3 @ ,4y2 @ ry6, d) is acyclic. By definition, ny, @ rx6 is an algebraic fiber for p, 
which is not isomorphic, as an algebra, to Ty, @ Ax6. 
Our last example is the calculation of H*(a2S2”+‘; Z,). 
Example 4.5. First, observe that if A + Z, is an algebraic fibration which has a fiber F, 
and B has the same weak homotopy type as A, then B + H, is an algebraic fibration 
with fiber F. 
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It is well known that C*(S”’ ‘; Z,) and AxZn+ I have the same weak homotopy 
type. By [3, Chapter 21, the algebra ( Axzn + I @ Ty,,, d) with d( yzn) = xzn + 1 is acyclic. 
Moreover, it is implicit in the work of Halperin that C*( sZS*“+‘; Z,) and Ty,,, have 
the same weak homotopy type. Thus, in order to compute H * (52’S *” + i ; Z,), we must 
find the acyclic closure of ry2,, g ai t e,4y,,,i /Y&,‘,,~. But the following algebra is 
clearly acyclic, 
tAY2k /_dk @ Ay2k - I @ rY2kg - 17 d)> 
with d(Yz-I) = y,, and d(y,k,-1 ) = y;,‘y,,_ i . Hence the following formula: 
H*(Q*s*“+‘; Z,) r @ nX*“pl-l 0 ry*npJ-*. 
i>O jr1 
In fact, it is possible to prove that an algebraic fibration A + Z, has fibers each with 
the same cohomology algebra; hence we can prove that the above equality remains 
true as algebras. 
Question. Is it true that H*(WS*“+‘; Z,) and C*(52’S*“+‘; Z,) have the same weak 
homotopy type? If it is, it would be possible by our method to compute the iterated 
loop space cohomology algebras H *( P S*“+ ’ ; Z,). 
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